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NEW
SET!

1:87 SCALE
CHEVROLET 
HOT RODS

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 226

NEWBMC Mobile Unit Transporter Special
Tuning Unit and 2 Mini 1275GT 
                                                   SCALE        PRICE
76SET54                     1:76   £21.95

BMC Mobile Unit Transporter 
Special Tuning Unit and 2 Mini 1275GT 
The early days of sporting Minis are revisited with this

superb 3-piece set comprising our model BMC Mobile

Unit Transporter and two brightly decorated 1275GT

Minis.  The Mobile Unit Transporter has appeared already

in the Oxford range as a separate item and is a replica 

of a vehicle commissioned by Nuffield Exports in 1958

when Marshall Motor Bodies in Cambridge built six of

these vehicles for them, constructed on modified 

Nuffield 5-ton FF-K 100 chassis.

This model was as used by the British Leyland Special

Tuning Service for Private Owners and is decorated in

royal blue with white roof and mid-body, registered 

BMC 34.  It would have been a familiar sight on the

sidelines of race and rally events from the end of the

1950s onwards.  In our set, it accompanies two 1275 GT

racing Minis of the day competing under the British

Leyland Nederland flag, one being the drive of David

Preece, Number 78, decorated in white with red and

green stripes with Castrol Team sponsored logos along

the sides.  The second Mini, with the same sponsors 

and colour scheme, is competing as No. 75, driven by

Hugh Wheldon. 

The set will make a great gift for Mini lovers everywhere,

so start your seasonal shopping early! 
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1:76 SCALE

NEW

BMW Isetta - RAC
The BMW Isetta must be one of the most unusual

vehicles used by the RAC throughout the history of the

roadside assistance organisation.  The Isetta was of Italian

origin although it was licensed for manufacture in many

countries, including Germany. It was the first car to

achieve 94 mpg and when it was introduced in the 1950s,

it was the world’s top selling single cylinder car.

Obviously, its attributes attracted the RAC and we see it

here registered 305 CUP, painted in their signature blue

and white colour scheme of the time, with a grey interior

and a specially tooled equipment box in blue, white and

with a grey roof, fixed across the rear.  Our model will

certainly be an unusual if not unique addition to your

RAC roadside assistance collection, at the same time

appealing to bubble car enthusiasts generally.  

Note that the restored example has a single rear wheel

whereas our model has dual rear wheels.

Standard Flying Twelve - Pastel Green
The Standard Flying Twelve was produced from

1937 to 1940 and was distinctive due to its

innovative sloping streamlined back, rear side

quarterlights and sloping ‘waterfall’ radiator

grille.  Unveiled at the 1935 Motor Show, 

it was quite powerful for its time too,

featuring a 1608cc side valve, 4-cylinder

engine.  Our model, registered FGJ 327, 

makes its fifth entrance is a bright pastel green

with sage green interior.  The wheels are masked

silver and the same bright green as the body.  The

elaborate radiator grille is also masked in silver and

incorporates two low placed front lights with a

further two headlights fitted on the wings.  

Sunbeam Rapier Mk III - 
Light Green Metallic/Embassy Black
Another touch of nostalgia from the 1950s comes

with the Sunbeam Rapier Mk III which was launched

in 1959 with some upgraded features over 

its predecessors, including modified 

side grilles, a new registration plate

recess and redesigned side flashes.  

The windscreen pillars were also

upgraded to increase visibility and

even the interior had a makeover.  

It appears here in an attractive light green

metallic finish with black roof and side flashes,

registered VKK 266.  The interior is also black.

Manufactured by the Rootes Group, the Sunbeam 

Rapier went on in production into the mid 1970s. 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

BMW Isetta - RAC
                        SCALE      PRICE
76IS002   1:76   £5.45

NEWStandard Flying Twelve -
Pastel Green
                             SCALE     PRICE
76SFT005    1:76  £5.45

NEWSunbeam Rapier Mk III - Light
Green Metallic/Embassy Black
                                           SCALE     PRICE
76SR007               1:76 £5.25
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1:76 SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Morris Minor Convertible - Maroon B/Tan
The latest release of the Morris Minor 1000,

affectionately known as the Moggy Minor by its many

fans, appears as a convertible with its hood in the

closed position, registered XUE 171H from

1969/70.  Its deep maroon body has a fine

cream stripe running along the side and a

cream hood.  Detailed silver masking

includes characteristic Morris radiator

grille and the Minor 1000 name across

the boot and note the Morris Motors

badge on the front of the bonnet.

Morris Oxford III - Sage Green/Twilight Grey
The third generation Morris Oxford was designed by Sir

Alec Issigonis and introduced in 1956.  The two-tone

paint option was also introduced the same year.  

Before production ended in 1959, just over

58,000 vehicles were made at the

company’s Cowley works, when it

was superseded by the Morris

Oxford VI.  The four door family

saloon benefited from an upgrade

in 1957 when it appeared with a

new fluted bonnet and small rear

fins.  Our replica, registered YTO 327

is painted in a grey green/sage green

colour scheme with the same grey green interior.

Silver masking includes the signature Morris Oxford

radiator grille and wheel hubs.

Land Rover 5-piece Set
                              SCALE       PRICE
76SET17C     1:76  £25.45

Austin Taxi - Black
                       SCALE       PRICE
76AT001  1:76   £5.25MODEL

AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Austin Seven RN Saloon - Maroon
                              SCALE       PRICE
76ASS003    1:76   £4.95

NEWMorris Minor Convertible -
Maroon B/Tan
                                   SCALE     PRICE
76MMC006     1:76 £5.45

NEWMorris Oxford III - 
Sage Green/Twilight Grey
                                   SCALE     PRICE
76MO007         1:76 £5.45
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1:76 SCALE

NEWLand Rover FC GS (RHD) - 
Gulf War 1991
                                   SCALE     PRICE
76LRFCG003    1:76 £9.95

Land Rover FC GS (RHD) - Gulf War 1991
Oxford’s military series sees a third addition of the Land

Rover Forward Control vehicle, as deployed in the Gulf

War in 1991.  As with the second release of this model, 

it comes with right hand drive and is registered with a

British Army number plate 63 FL 49.  Decorated in a

desert sand colour scheme with slightly darker beige

canvas back and moulded grey interior seating, additional

markings are masked in black on the front and cab doors.

Final details include the Union Flag on both the front and

rear and the famous Land Rover badge in the centre of

the radiator.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Mercedes Actros Semi Low
Loader - JCB
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MB010    1:76 £25.45

Ford Transit SWB
Medium Roof - JCB
                      SCALE      PRICE
76FT027  1:76  £5.45

JCB JS220 Tracked Excavator 
                            SCALE      PRICE
76JS001     1:76 £23.95

Land Rover S I 80" Open Top - AA
                                    SCALE     PRICE
76LAN180003  1:76  £5.25

Mercedes Ambulance - London
                            SCALE      PRICE
76MA002    1:76  £9.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Willys MB - US Army
Another popular model in the Oxford Military series is

the Willys MB (Model B) Jeep.  Produced between 1941

and 1945, nearly 370,000 rolled of the Willys production

line.  The ¼ ton, 4x 4 was used extensively by the US 

and Allied Forces and after the end of World War II, 

many were sold on into private use.

Our Willys MB makes its third 1:76 scale appearance and

is decorated in a dark military green with white military

lettering including the US Army white star and is

registered EF-HC 31185.15.

Plaxton Panorama - 
A Timpson & Sons Ltd
Based on Plaxton’s

international award-

winning body style from

1963-64, our model of

the Plaxton Panorama

continues Oxford’s

geographical spread of

coach releases to date

with a livery from

Kent.  Alexander

Timpson bought his first

‘charabanc’ in 1912 and from his

headquarters in Rushey Green, Catford, ran day trips

along the south coast for eager trippers.  The company

favoured AEC vehicles which formed the backbone of

their fleet and you can see the AEC badge above the

radiator on our 1:76 scale replica.

Our coach is heading for Folkestone and Hythe,

registered 552 GXX.  Its distinctive maroon and cream

colour scheme is complemented by a tan interior, while

the panoramic windows are edged with silver masking.

The company name is printed in maroon with a silver

shadow across the back of the coach and again in maroon

out of yellow above the front wheel arches.  No doubt

the real-life 36 ft long coach was packed with passengers

looking forward to a great day out!

Leyland Tiger Cub Saro Bus - London Greenline
London Greenline buses were a

familiar sight round London’s

outer suburbs and the Home

Counties, when the 44 seater

Leyland Tiger Cub Saro Bus

would have had the capacity 

to cope with the busy routes

surrounding the capital.  

Here we see it as the Number

447 between Reigate, Meadvale

and Redhill, registered PTE 592.

Decorated in the company’s signature

green and silver, the front opening coach

features a grey interior with green seating.

NEWLeyland Tiger Cub Saro Bus -
London Greenline
                                     SCALE      PRICE
76SB003           1:76 £18.75

NEWPlaxton Panorama - 
A Timpson & Sons Ltd
                                     SCALE      PRICE
76PAN008        1:76 £18.75

NEWWillys MB - US Army
                              SCALE       PRICE
76WMB003  1:76   £5.75
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N SCALE
Ford 400E Van - Southdown Motor Services
This scale replica of the 400E Van in Southdown Motor

Services has also been modelled before in 1:43 and

1:76 scales to the same level of colour and detail.

Now it will complement your Southdown bus fleet in

1:148 scale too. Registered 8063CD, our two-tone

green and cream model was assigned to the

Engineering Department in Edward Street, Brighton.

Its advertising slogans on the sides are promoting

the company’s many activities while the famous

Southdown name features on the sides and over the

rear doors in gold and

black.  Team it up with 

a Southdown bus or

coach of the period.

Austin Tilly - Light AA Brigade, RA., Malta 1942
You’ve already been treated to this model in the same

livery in 1:76 scale and here it is again in the same

minute detail, especially for 1:148 military

enthusiasts. Representing an anti aircraft vehicle

attached to the Royal Artillery in Malta during

World War II, it comes decorated in an unusual

desert camouflage scheme of black and beige with a

slightly lighter ‘canvas’ back with the rear section rolled

up.  The wheel hubs and the interior seats are also

beige.  Military lettering is printed in white and a final

detail sees the Maltese Cross on the front bumper

printed yellow and blue. The heroism of the Maltese

people during the ceaseless bombarding by enemy

aircraft during World War II earned the brave islanders

the George Cross.  An example of the real vehicle is

on view in the Ta Kali Museum in Malta to this day. 

This year we are attending the Warley National
Model Railway Exhibition and we are bringing
along several hundred different items to show
off our large range of Diecast models and Rail.
Pop along and see us at stand A09

NEWFord 400E Van -
Southdown 
                          SCALE      PRICE
NFDE008  1:148 £5.25

NEWAustin Tilly - Light AA
Brigade, RA., Malta 1942
                           SCALE      PRICE
NTIL004    1:148 £4.95

Austin Low Loader Taxi - Black 
                          SCALE      PRICE
NAT001    1:148 £4.35

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEW
SET!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

3-piece Set - Chevrolet Hot Rods
Another great gift idea for the retro petrol head in your

household is this 3-piece collection of extravagantly

decorated Chevrolets from the 1950s and 1960s.

First up is the Chevrolet Stepside Pick Up from 1965,

which has already appeared as a single release in the

Oxford 1:87 series.  It certainly lives up to its Hot Rod

name, decorated in black with orange and red flames

leaping up the bonnet and sides and a mass of

surrounding chrome.  Chrome and whitewall tyres add to

the on-trend effect of the time.  It is registered in Texas as

65 72 3894.

Second in the line-up is the Chevrolet Nomad from 1957

in Hot Rod Flame livery.  The colour scheme is two-tone

blue with a white roof, bright blue interior and decorated

with cleverly executed pale blue ‘flames’ licking along the

bonnet and sides of the car.  The tail fins, bumpers and

other exterior trim are all masked silver.  The car comes

from Colorado, numbered 39-1415.

Completing the colourful trio is the 1961 Chevrolet

Impala Convertible, which appears in a vibrant purple and

bright yellow colour scheme with purple and white

artwork to the bonnet and chrome/purple side flashes

culminating in extravagant tail fins.  The hood is down to

reveal the silver grey interior and white steering wheel.

This Hot Rod is registered in Maryland KD 23 76.  

You would certainly see this coming!

1936 Buick Special Convertible
Coupé - Cardinal Maroon
                                SCALE     PRICE
87BS36003    1:87  £5.95

1955 Buick Century - 
New York Taxi
                                SCALE     PRICE
87BC55004    1:87  £5.95

1949 Mercury Lima - 
Tan/Haiti Beige
                                SCALE     PRICE
87ME49004   1:87  £5.95

1955 Buick Century - California
Highway Patrol
                                SCALE     PRICE
87BC55003    1:87  £5.95

NEW3-piece Set - Chevrolet Hot Rods
                                           SCALE        PRICE
87SET001             1:87  £17.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

CHRISTMAS 
GIFT IDEAS!

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

T Cab Box Trailer - Coca Cola 
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76TCAB004CC  1:76  £22.95

Dennis RS Fire Engine - London FB 
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76DN001         1:76  £14.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

5 Piece British Rail Set -
Q25/K8/CA/LR2/Anglia
                            SCALE      PRICE
76SET34     1:76 £25.45

VW Bay Window Set -
Van/Bus/Camper
                         SCALE      PRICE
76SET35A 1:76 £15.45

Ford Transit LWB High - 
Coca Cola Xmas
                            SCALE      PRICE
76FT030CC 1:76  £5.45

Volkswagen Beetle - Coca Cola
                            SCALE       PRICE
WE002CC   1:24  £21.95
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1:43 SCALE

Jaguar MkV 
Closed - Dark Blue/Tan
Only the third release on this superb 

Jaguar V from the late 1940s and early 1950s, the rich

dark blue colour scheme with cream hood really does 

it justice.  Between its production lifetime of 1948-1951

just under 10,500 were built and it came as either a

saloon or drophead coupé, with a top speed of 90 mph.

Oxford tooling shows it in the sporty drophead coupé

option, complete with front (non) opening ‘suicide’ doors.  

The interior is finished in light tan while exterior trim

includes black and silver running boards, chrome bumpers

and silver wheels.  It is registered MFJ 991.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWLand Rover Series I 88"
Hard Top - RAF
                                    SCALE       PRICE
43LAN188021  1:43  £12.95

NEWJaguar MkV Closed - 
Dark Blue/Tan
                               SCALE       PRICE
43JAG5003   1:43  £24.95

Land Rover Series 1 88" Hard Top - RAF
A favourite military livery with an equally popular Land

Rover model joins Oxford’s 1:43 scale series, appearing in

the same RAF colour scheme as its previous 1:76 scale

counterpart.  Our early Series 1 88" Land Rover with its

split windscreen is decorated in the familiar RAF blue, 

including the wheels and is capped with a yellow 

hard top roof.  The white military number plate reads 

64 AA 28 on the front bumper while on the other side,

the RAF roundel sits on the upper front wing.  One

feature to note on this release is the use of the 80"

model radiator grille.

Austin Mini - 
Tartan Red/Union Jack 
                             SCALE     PRICE
43MIN023   1:43  £8.45
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

AVIATION1:72
SCALE

Spitfire X4590 - Hendon
                   SCALE       PRICE
AC087   1:72  £14.95

10 Piece Land Rover Military Set
                            SCALE       PRICE
76SET57     1:72  £59.95

RAF Centenary Set
                              SCALE             PRICE
76SET58  1:76/1:72  £49.95

Anton Dmitrievich Yakimenko, 150th Guards Fighter
Regiment, T/N 360
We celebrate one of the most decorated Russian pilots

of World War II, whose Yak-3 is modelled here in 1:72

scale.  Anton Dmitrievich Yakimenko’s  successes began

with combat against the Japanese in 1939 before taking

part in sorties over Europe throughout World War II.  

His many decorations include the Order of Lenin, 

three Orders of the Red Star and Honoured Pilot of the

Soviet Union.  He died in 2006.

The Yak-3 fighter aircraft, built by Yakovlev and introduced

in 1944, proved a formidable foe against enemy aircraft,

being light and high powered.  Before it was retired in

1952, nearly 5000 had been built and was much liked by

crew and pilots alike. 

Our Oxford model of the Yak-3 has an upper body in

grey/green camouflage with pale blue undersides and red

forward engine cowl and propeller spinner.  The Soviet

red star is printed on the sides of the fuselage and on the

underwings. Gun barrels, intake mouth and propeller

blades are finished in black.  The pilot’s number 360 is

printed in white along the fuselage and a final touch sees

the tail fin in red with the Soviet Star and Russian

lettering, which judging from the exclamation mark, could

be a personal message from the pilot to his targets!

NEWAnton Dmitrievich Yakimenko, 150th
Guards Fighter Regiment, T/N 360
                                                     SCALE      PRICE
AC088                          1:72 £14.95

CHRISTMAS
GIFT IDEAS!
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AR143 Mercedes-Benz, Part One, the road cars: Gottlieb Daimler (1834-1900) and Karl
Benz (1844-1929) made the first practical petrol-driven cars in the world. Benz was first, with
a three-wheeler vehicle in 1885 in Mannheim, followed in 1886 by Daimler in Stuttgart, with a
more sophisticated four-wheeler.  The Daimler Motoren Gesellschaft (DMG) later adopted
Mercédès as its brand.  The two pioneers never met, but their companies are described in

these pages, as well as the story of Daimler-Benz, set up in 1926 by the merger of 
the two firms.  Over the next decades the Mercedes-Benz marque grew in strength,
due to dogged determination to stick to what they knew 
best; producing high-quality motor vehicles of all kinds. 

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95

AR143
NEW

AR144 Studebaker: Studebaker built vehicles for over a century.  The leading maker of 
horse-drawn wagons and carriages in 19th century America, they turned to motor vehicles in
the early years of the 20th century.  Studebaker had its ups and downs, having to recover
from receivership in 1933.  Profitable contracts during the Second World War, making aero
engines, US6 trucks and Weasel carriers were followed by exciting new car and truck designs
in the immediate postwar period.  This promised a healthy future for the company, 
but Studebaker was too small to compete with the ‘Big Three’ US auto makers, and a
merger with Packard in 1954 did not provide the hoped-for remedy.  A last gasp of
advanced styling in the GRP-bodied Avanti sports car came too late. AR144

NEW

                    SCALE       PRICE
CR027    1:50  £12.95

1:50 Scale Trailer -
White

                         SCALE       PRICE
CR026      1:50  £11.95

1:50 Scale Scania Cab -
White

                    SCALE       PRICE
125115  1:24  £13.95

1:24 Scale Land Rover
Defender - Light Green 

                         SCALE       PRICE
125063     1:24  £13.95

1:24 Scale Land Rover
Defender - Grey Blue 
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TeL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76MW4001W  1:76 - £9.95
Weathered North British - 

4 Plank Mineral Wagon

OR76MW4002W  1:76 - £9.95
Weathered R.Taylor & Sons Ltd - 

4 Plank Mineral Wagon

OR76MW7019W  1:76 - £9.95
Weathered Phillips George & Co 
No. 251 - 7 Plank Mineral Wagon

OR76MW7020W  1:76 - £9.95
Weathered Barton and Co 

No. 321 - 7  Plank Mineral WagonOR76DG006  
1:76 - £119.95
Dean Goods 

War Department

NEW MODEL!

OR763FO001  1:76 - £34.95
Mk 3a Coach FO BR Blue & Grey M11052

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

OR76WW006B  
1:76 - £39.95
Warwell with 
Sherman Tank 

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

OR763RB001B  1:76 - £34.95
Mk 3a RUB BR Blue & Grey M10005
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